Important:
This product option requires extensive installation related planning.

MULTI-SLIDE SUB-SILLPAN WITH 1” DRAIN (DRAIN OPT-A SHOWN)

INSULATING MATERIAL TO PREVENT ELECTROLYTIC AND CHEMICAL REACTIONS. (NOT BY FLEETWOOD)
SUB-SILLPAN MUST BE SUPPORTED FULL LENGTH

FINISHED FLOOR BY OTHERS.

**NET FRAME WIDTH

**POCKET WIDTH

**DAYLIGHT WIDTH

NOTES:
1. *FINISHED FLOOR BY OTHERS.
2. **WIDTH DIMENSIONS DO NOT INCLUDE SUB-SILLPAN.
3. SUB-SILLPAN DRAIN LOCATIONS AND SPACING PER ORDER.
Important:
This product option requires extensive installation related planning.

MULTI-SLIDE SUB-SILLPAN WITH 1/2" DRAIN
(DRAIN OPT-A SHOWN)

NOTES:
1. *FINISHED FLOOR BY OTHERS.
2. **WIDTH DIMENSIONS DO NOT INCLUDE SUB-SILLPAN.
3. SUB-SILLPAN DRAIN LOCATIONS AND SPACING PER ORDER.